
Cloud VS

Camera-to-Cloud
Video Surveillance

POWERED BY

Simple, Scalable & Secure 
Cloud Video Solutions



Never Lose Your  
Mission-Critical  
Video Again!

  Â No local recording devices

  Â Secure, off-premises data storage

  Â Add cameras or storage as needed

Simple, Scalable & Secure
Camera-to-Cloud Video Surveillance
Alibi Cloud VS is a cost-effective video surveillance solution that allows you to stream and retain 
video surveillance footage in an ultra-secure cloud environment. Powered by Eagle Eye Networks, 
a global leader in cloud video surveillance, Alibi Cloud VS is engineered to deliver cutting-edge 
reliability, scalability, and cyber-security.

Choose from a growing selection  
of WiFi, wired, and cellular  
cloud-enabled IP cameras

Cloud VS

Control EVERYTHING
via Desktop or Mobile App

  Â Live view up to 25 cameras at one time

  Â Monitor a single or multiple locations

  Â Manage camera and system settings

  Â Set instant alerts and notifications

  Â Easy-offload video evidence

  Â Enable unlimited users,  
with unique rights

Add unlimited cameras, single or multi-site, 
and manage unlimited users with unique 
permissions and concurrent access

Simply install compatible cloud-enabled IP 
camera(s) and connect to your pre-set Alibi 
Cloud VS account via WiFi or LAN

Video footage streams directly 
to our ultra-secure, T4 level 
data center for storage

POWERED BY
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Ideal for Customers with Offsite Video Storage Compliance Requirements:

Classrooms, 
Counseling and 

Interview Rooms
State & Federal 

Regulations

Restaurant & Retail
Theft, Public Safety, 
Slip & Fall Lawsuits

Hospital &  
Nursing Homes
Patient Safety & 

Privacy Regulations

Daycare &  
Pre-School

Childcare Liability

Financial 
Institutions

SIPC/Federal 
Requirements

Cannabis
State and Federal 

Regulations

What’s in it for YOU?
Cloud surveillance solutions are increasingly considered for convenience, enhanced security, and for 
risk mitigation of failure or theft of the local recording device. Benefits vs. traditional CCTV include:

  Â Lower Total Cost of Ownership Reduce up-front hardware 
investment, and only pay for the storage capacity needed

  Â Lower Maintenance Eliminate IT staff management and maintenance of  
recording device and hard drives—common points of failure

  Â Enhanced Security Eliminate risk of operational failure or tampering/
theft of the recording device. Your data is always protected with the latest 
cyber-security software updates.

  Â Unparalleled Accessibility  Unlimited and concurrent user access.  
View unlimited cameras, across single- or multi-sites – anytime, anywhere.

  Â On-Demand Scalability Leverage unlimited computing power, 
bandwidth and storage …  add or remove cameras at any time, and modify 
storage as needed

Cloud Surveillance  
Offers MANY Advantages

Setting the 
Standard for  
Cyber-Security & 
Reliability

State-of-the-Art Tier 4 
Data Center offers:

  Â End-to-end data encryption

  Â Built-in 3X data redundancy

  Â Ultra-high availability  
of 99.995%

  Â Fault-tolerant site infrastructure

  Â Independently dual-powered 
cooling equipment

All servers are located  
"in country"—based in Austin, TX

When to Consider Cloud Surveillance
The Alibi Cloud VS solution is ideal for small to medium businesses and residential 
applications—but can easily support larger camera counts across single or multi-site 
installations. Common applications include:

Complete Cloud Solutions: Increasingly preferred by customers who 
value the many advantages of cloud video surveillance

Supplementary Camera(s): A more secure, off-premises video storage 
is often desired for cameras focused on high-sensitive coverage areas, or 
for surveillance of remote coverage areas where connectivity to a traditional 
CCTV system is not possible

Multi-Site Installations: When central management of cameras 
installed across multiple locations is required, or applications requiring simple 
facilitation of concurrent access to unlimited users, with unique permissions

Compliance Solutions: Governing bodies demand offsite retention and 
strict security requirements for a growing number of security applications



Want to Learn More?

VISIT alibisecurity.com/alibi-cloud-vs

Why Eagle Eye?
Founded in 2012, Eagle Eye Networks has established itself as a global 

leader in cloud-based video surveillance, and has set industry standards for 

cyber-security of storing and managing data “in the cloud.” Eagle Eye has 

simplified the deployment and management of cloud security solutions, 

offering unparalleled flexibility with the ability to add cameras across single 

or multiple locations, and change storage options on-demand.

Partners in the Cloud
Alibi Security has partnered with Eagle Eye to develop a custom camera-to-cloud 

surveillance solution, eliminating the need for an on-premise bridge or video-

capture device. All Alibi Cloud VS solutions leverage Eagle Eye’s ultra-secure, high 

availability Tier 4 Data Centers, featuring end-to-end data encryption, built-in 3x 

data redundancy, and continuous delivery of the latest cyber-security updates.


